
EVOLVE2 BUDS

Professional, 
pocketable calls. 
True wireless earbuds 
engineered for   
hybrid working.
Technology for  
life’s new rhythm

DATA SHEET 
UC-CERTIFIED

ADVANCED BLUETOOTH MULTIPOINT
Working in multiple locations means juggling multiple devices. 
Advanced Bluetooth Multipoint makes it easy, by keeping you 
connected to both your laptop and smartphone at the same time. 
Switching things up has never been easier. 

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS (UC)
Using a certified device with your virtual meeting (UC) platforms 
makes your experience better. Evolve2 Buds are specifically 
designed, optimized, and certified for use with your platforms – 
the secret ingredient is the professional USB adapter. Better 
connection. Better call quality.

JABRA MULTISENSOR VOICETM

Taking work calls on the go can come with a lot of background 
noise. Jabra MultiSensor Voice™ uses a clever combination of four 
microphones, bone conduction sensors, and advanced algorithms, 
to reduce disruptive background noise. It opens up a lot more 
possibilities for where you take your next call. 

PLUG-AND-PLAY USB
This powerful little USB adapter boosts your connection and 
makes it more stable, with fewer dropouts, and up to 20 meters / 
65 feet wireless range. It’s your new secret weapon.

ULTRA-COMPACT DESIGN
Our database of 62,000 ear scans is probably one of the largest in 
the world. This, combined with our unique statistical modeling 
methods, allows us to create our tiny earbud designs that fit like 
they were made for you. Ultra-small and durable, these water-
resistant buds can go with you rain or shine.

UP TO 33 HOURS BATTERY
With their pocket-friendly case, Evolve2 Buds are good for up to 
33 hours, and if you do run low, a super-rapid charge feature will 
win you back an hour of power in just five minutes. The case is 
Qi-certified for wireless charging, and if you buy the bundle, the 
wireless charging pad’s included. They work as hard as you do.

NOISE CANCELLATION
The winning combination of a snug, noise-isolating fit and Active 
Noise Cancellation (ANC) help you find a quiet moment 
whenever (and wherever) you need one. Use the MyFit feature in 
the Jabra Sound+ app to find your optimal seal for maximum 
ANC performance. It’s time to reclaim your thinking space.

HEARTHROUGH
Intuitive HearThrough technology uses the built-in microphones 
to pick up the sounds around you and play them in your ears, all 
without ever needing to remove a bud. Perfect for coffee 
orders, boarding calls, and “where’s the nearest metro 
station?”

HEARING PROTECTION
When you spend a lot of time on calls, you need to protect your 
hearing. Jabra SafeTone™ and SafeTone™ G616 monitor average 
audio levels and include PeakStop™ to protect your ears from 
sudden loud audio spikes. So you can relax, we’ve got you. 



FEATURES BENEFITS
Connectivity Laptop, Phone, Tablet Jabra Link 380 Bluetooth® adapter with USB-A or USB-C variant. Up to 20m/65ft wireless range to 

your computer, with significantly enhanced coverage and fewer dropouts

Advanced Bluetooth Multipoint Connect two Bluetooth enabled devices at the same time, including mobile device and laptop

Multiple device pairing Pair up to 8 devices, stay connected to two devices at the same time
Audio MultiSensor Voice™ Directional microphones, bone conduction sensors, and advanced algorithms reduce background noise

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) Adjustable ANC gives you complete control over your level of noise cancellation

Adjustable HearThrough Adjustable HearThrough lets you hear the outside world without removing your earbuds

Noise isolating fit Designed to reduce out external sounds

AAC and SBC Codecs Enhanced music performance

Customizable Equalizer Hear your music your way with a customizable equalizer, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

MyFit MyFit tests your earbuds’ seal, for improved ANC and better sound performance

Software integration Additional features available via Sound+ app, Jabra Direct, and Jabra Xpress

Voice Assistant access Quickly access your voice assistant with just the touch of a button
Ease of use Mono Mode Use either earbud independently for flexibility

Rechargeable Battery Up to 8 hours battery in the buds, and up to 33 hours with the case

Fast charge 5 minutes of charge gets you up to an hour of battery 

Wireless Charging Compatible with Qi-enabled wireless charging pads (wireless charging pad included in bundle pack)

MyControls Configure your button functions with MyControls, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

Name your device Use the Jabra Sound+ app or Jabra Direct software to give your buds a nickname, and help them stand out

Voice Assistant Enabled Choose your preferred Voice Assistant in the Jabra Sound+ app, Alexa Built-in*, set up in MyControls 
Design   
& comfort

Closed earbud design Designed to achieve a sealed fit that helps with noise isolation

Accessories 3 pairs of round silicon EarGelsTM (S, M, L), a charging case, and a USB-A to USB-C charging cable**

Durability IP57 Waterproof and dust resistant, made from premium, durable materials with a 2-year warranty
App Jabra Sound+ Access customizable EQ, Find my Jabra and firmware update
Variants UC and MS variants Choose from UC or Microsoft Teams variants
Certifications Leading communications platforms Works with leading Unified Communications  

(UC) platforms
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HOW TO USE 
LEFT RIGHT

Get the wireless charging pad 
included when buying the bundle

* Button function can be re-configured using MyControls in the JabraSound+ app   **Get the wireless charging pad included when buying the bundle
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3 full charges
on-the-go 

Up to 8 hours 
battery 

HOW TO 
CHARGE

HOW TO CONNECT TO LAPTOP
To connect to your laptop, plug in the pre-paired 
USB adapter and you’re ready to go.

HOW TO CONNECT              
TO SMARTPHONE
Push the buttons on both earbuds for 
three seconds and then follow the voice 
instructions to pair to your phone.

3 seconds

(ANC,  
HearThrough)

Plug-and-play

(Voice assistance)


